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Business is an opportunity! There are people who want to be a customer, distributor or both. However, every customer wants their own free products, so 99% of people will present the challenge and start making money with a healthier lifestyle!  GBP figures We believe that the European market is the
right environment for visalus, as our European neighbours are also facing a challenge due to the obesity epidemic, which is so effectively targeted by both the Vi 90 Day Challenge and the ViSalus product supply. (Ryan Blair, Visalus CEO) Vi Comp plan ways to get paid1.    Add £39 Vi Toe-in-the-water.2
to the selected kit.    Start with vi executive promoter system (£349) - a challenge for people who seriously start a business and advertise.  Your product is included in this executable system.  You will receive additional mentoring and training and additional examples.  Also an option to get BMW and
Weekly Enroller Pool.3.    Vi Star Promoter System (£779) -for people who are very serious about starting a business.  The Star Promoter system includes everything in the executive system plus an additional 25 Taster packages, 10 Starter Packs, 25 Success Home Magazines, 25 Challenge Journals,
10 Challenge Magazines, 1 Book Champions, Vitality Couples Registration (Superbowl, Once a Year Event) and 25% discount on one-off buy store buy. (£1,340 retail value). CLICK HERE TO BECOME A REP Click to enlarge. The reality of the vi comp plan will soon be updated, which is that it cares
about the Middle Class – this is very important for the longevity and stability of the company.  If you have a middle class with a car drive and about £2,000 a month, people will stay and this will stabilize the remaining bonuses, payments and compensation plan levels.  It doesn't sound like rocket science,
but now it's revolutionary - other companies will now copy, given Vi's success, but copying is good - it shows that you're getting it right! It was very important for our business model that our compensation plan had a high reward at a reachable level. (Blake Mallen, ViSalus co-founder and chief marketing
officer. So the Vi compensation plan was designed to look after all people at all levels and to promote appropriate behaviour for reward, stability and longevity.  It is a masterpiece and best described by one of its creators. If you've watched videos, I hope you now understand how ViSalus is changing the
network marketing industry – Challenge Marketing concept with Body by Vi Challenge, and this amazing compensation plan with the basics of how to monitor all levels and provide some of the best incentives and rewards. These videos should contain information that you need to understand in detail in
the ViSalus compensation plan.  But below we show a few more highlights of what to expect: Defending a dream car in the first couple of months of a new business is huge.  The promoters gain confidence from his statement of success.  It just becomes a vehicle to drive you through the rest of the
compensation plan. (Blake Mallen). Arriving at BMW proves that the dream is real.  With Visalus can achieve success anyone.  (John &amp; Vivienne Carosso). Hitting the regional director was such a huge achievement for my family and for me.  I like to help others achieve the same thing and more!  I
appreciate how Vi rewards us at the beginning of his career. (Witch Myersough) Achieving Bimmer's club status in 32 days was great, but knowing that someone earns a BMW every 40 minutes and that someone you know can be next is priceless. (David Cummings). The impact you get on BMW has on
your Vi business is amazing!  Remember that driving a well-earned bimmer is not materialistic, it's proof that the Vi system works!  (Steven Cornell). Our awesome ND retreat experience catapulted us to the quest to go further, dream bigger and achieve bigger than we ever had.  Since that rip, we have
achieved all our goals and must dream higher! (Alicia DuBose). Vi treated us like rock stars!  It wasn't just cool to be close to the founders and our mentors.  Our business was out of a part-time deal deal.  Training has fueled our team and we roar ambassador!  We feel blessed, Vi, it saves us!  We love
Vi-Life! (Steve and Stephanie Poulin). Vi PD Paradise builds eternal experiences, memories and friendships.  Being part of a company has never felt so rewarding – just one of the reasons why we love living Vi-Life. (Rafael &amp; Danielle Feliu). The ambassador's level and the above-the-way promoters
often earn salaries that they only dreamed of. (Blake Mallen). New ambassadors get the coveted black jacket and have the opportunity to earn an additional $25,000 bonus on the usual commissions.  Star ambassadors get more bonus checks and stylish jackets to match, and it's just better out there. 
You can get $500,000 to check out the Royal Ambassador, and a cool $1,000,000 check as a Crown Ambassador.  Global ambassadors receive a Monthly Black American Express card uploaded with funds from ViSalus Global Economy Pool, CLICK HERE TO BECOME A PROMOTER REP Instead of
trying to create successful sales people, why not create a company that doesn't need it.  We have created a company that can go viral. - Nick Sarnicola, founder of Vi. ·         We were inspired, experienced and supported leadership. ·         We are professional, friendly and organized! ·         We very
closely working with top distributor Vi and time and plans are already available to ensure your success is ready for launch date.  I don't think anyone really understands what's going to happen because of the viral posts of this 90-day challenge. We are currently building our own economy. We are out
completely changing the industry. There is no company that has the growth, momentum, leadership and opportunities we have.  This comes at a time when most other direct sales companies are seeing a decline in sales during the downturn.  So ViSalus is approaching an early hyper-growth phase in
North America right now, and it shows no signs of slowing down! The 2012 0f $650 million sales are a phenomenal achievement – put this into perspective, it is double the weight of product sales in North America herbalife.  Now it's growth! Awarded the Direct Sales News Global Industry Award as the
fastest growing company in the industry, as featured in the Wall Street Journal. 1.5 million new people started the Body by Vi Challenge in 2012 and now, every 20 seconds, someone joins the Challenge – it's 150,000 new customers every month and growing! Every other 7 people drink Vi Shake. Millions
of pounds. Lost people on the body vi challenge. 18 000 ViSalus promoters in the Vi Regional Convention 2012! Our information on the compensation plan helps explain why the numbers are so high! The impact on customers' lives is staggering - on this site we show some examples of how the Body by
Vi Challenge has changed people's health and life, and these are just some of the thousands of customer success stories. There are 5 different sets to choose from, each specific for your specific goals - we have detailed information about each of these on this site: ·         Vi balance set ·         Vi Basic set
·         Vi Fit Kit ·         Vi-shaped set ·         Vi Transformation Kit Vi compensation plan is revolutionary and an important part of this huge growth and success. 50% of each dollar is paid by the institution Vi Promoters.  But that's how you pay out that 50 cents that makes a difference!  The VISalus
compensation plan was designed specifically to compensate all levels. What they have done is bring the middle class back to network marketing rather than having a few people at the very top make a lot of money (although the plan is still very profitable for those at the top – but it is more balanced). Vi is
the first company to develop an inverted car program.  Someone new is entitled to a BMW bonus every 40 minutes, just for the challenge.  The ViSalus Middle Class all have a BMW and a good average monthly income that stabilizes the plan and significantly increases the distributor On average, 30 new
6 fugure earners are created each month. Unheard of customer retention – people actually save money on their monthly food expenses.  At less than $2 a meal, the Body Vi Challenge helps people save money and s healthy at the same time. There is also 3 free incentive where both promoters and
customers can identify 3 other customers and get their autoship FOR FREE each month.  This has led to amazing customer retention.  ViSalus has a 6:1 customer-to-promoter ratio - with average product revenue of $413 (4 X industry average!) Check out the details, videos and documents of our Vi
compensation plan - very interesting! Three talented, visionary, young and energetic founders are extremely successful people who are very focused, innovative, hard-working and financially, emotionally and intellectually committed Vi. Brilliant Medical Advisory Board, which create and support amazing Vi
Products. A strong and highly experienced management team, many of which manage multi-billion dollar multinational companies. Sound Financial Backing – collaborates with Blyth, a well-respected, billion-dollar, publicly traded company with more than 20 years of experience in the direct sales industry.
Vi has always been on the way out front from the start with his technology and social media use. The company has invested tens of millions of dollars in its social commerce, mobile and internet technologies. This has changed the way we do Network Marketing! More information can be found on our
pages vi social media, vi vi-net mobile app, vi vi-net lite, Vi_net PRO and Vi_net SWIPE. An important part of Vi is more than 1 million shocks served to children and families who need better nutrition in the Feeding Children campaign.  Our Vi Body by Vi Community Challenge page shows more. ·        
Proven Number 1 products for this ·         The most innovative and successful compensation plan for rewarding people ·         Successful, innovative, energetic and committed co-founders lead the company forward ·         Supported by experienced management team and reliable financial support ·         A
focused, strong and experienced Vi UK team to provide help and support This is your chance to change into a HEALTHIER AND RICHER LIFESTYLE! Use the contact us page NOW! Business is an opportunity! There are people who want to be a customer, distributor or both. However, every customer
wants their own free products, so 99% of people will present the challenge and start making money with a healthier lifestyle! ViSalus Breaking News had a 700% growth of $231 million in 2011, up from $34 million in 2010. And in the first six months of 2012, net sales increased five-fold to EUR 327.3
million. What you are going to see is birth exciting and unique new business that is taking the U.S. by storm and is now launching this inevitable international development! Pre-launch phase in EUROPE! Are you in charge of the Challenge? Visalus is a business miracle. You have a machine that creates
financial freedom. -David Bach, 9 times New York Times best-selling author, Start Late, Finish Rich ViSalus in Open EUROPE! Given the U.S. storm and during the recession, it's the biggest network marketing success story in the US; target to reach $1 billion in annual sales this year from North America



alone! (Never done before!) More than 160,000 people join their Health &amp; Fitness Challenge every month! HUGE MOMENTUM! Over the past 18 months, it has increased by more than 3000%. Approaching the hyper-growth phase of the US now. Average 10-20% monthly growth in 2010. An
incredible 25% monthly growth over the past 12 months in the US, while most other network marketing companies have seen their business drop dramatically during the recession. Creating serious revenue! Every 40 minutes, 24 hours a day, a brand new man reaches the $600 BMW car bonus for the
challenge. Set to Explode EUROPEAN Health/Weight Loss MarketFAST RESULTS! Amazing Health Products Revolutionized the Network Marketing Industry! Emotional products – real results! Exclusive, patented health products with global attractiveness and growing demand, based on real science and
thousands of customer success stories. EVERY 2 SECOND 7 people across North America use this product! Consumer-driven model - unheard of 6:1 customer-promoter ratio! Average 6 customers and $413 product revenue per promotor (4X industry average!) FREE PRODUCT! A simple and simple
free product app for both consumers and promoters. DISAPPEARING AUTOSHIP! Holy Grail of Direct Sales! Fast moving and very viral Refer 3, get your next month FREE! customer campaign innovators that eliminate contradictions and increase retention. Both customers and project promoters can
identify 3 other customers and receive their product free of charge each month. This removes the barrier of entry and #1 people quit. Top earners more than $250,000-$350,000 per month! Of the people who have joined in the last 18 months, 110 of them earn $80,000+ per month! PLUS, thousands of
ordinary people make extra simple income after a few short months! Financial power - part of a $1.6 billion publicly traded company called BLYTH (ticker symbol: BTH) with more than 20 years of global success in the direct sales industry. Direct sale of the News Global Industry Award as the fastest
growing company in the industry, as featured in the Wall Street Journal. Available in BMW's FREE luxury car program - already giving away 12,000 BMWs, now 1 every 40 minutes, 24 hours a day! Incredibly Incredible Prize gifts to customers and promoters!  Implementers! 
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